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1. Concept
☆ The “cook book” is a hand book of useful information to assist in the analysis data of the SXS onboard ASTRO-H.
☆ The cookbook is based on the following guiding principles
① Introducing spectral analyses for Ph.D. students or non-experts.
② Getting users (e.g., hardware members) started with physics-behind ASTRO-H SXS observations & analyses.
③ Trying to utilize the expertise of the ASTRO-H team

☆ This is not exactly the same as textbook, review articles, data books, bibliographies, softwares,
nor databases. But the cook book would include following roles.
① Bibliography-like role: Collection of link to up-to-date references, textbook, reviews, lecture note, database
② Textbook-like role: Concise tabulating of physical concepts, formulas, important diagrams, and materials.
③ Practical guide: Hints to understand the SXS spectral signatures to connect them to the physical condition.

☆ Cook book structure
・Atomic structure
・Atomic processes
・He-like plasma Diagnostics
・Spectral broadening
・Absorption and abundance
・Practical examples
Supernova remnants
X-ray binary
Cluster of Galaxy
Active galactic nuclei
・ Spectral signatures

2. Contents (some pages of the cook book)

3. Conclusion and Next Step
☆ The cookbook will provide Ph.D. students and hardware members with the first step
guide and collection of the latest material on spectral analyses for ASTRO-H.
☆ We have discussed concept design, purpose, and framework. We also put important
materials into the cookbook. Ready to be checked by some other members.
☆ We will ask members to read and give us inputs and suggestions. After including
comments, we will more widely ask comments to the team members.
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